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About This Game

A war has begun between the Tritan Empire and the NOM Federation. It is your duty to clear out sector Tera Six where a large
number of Tritan bases have been built recently. This is NOM's first strike and will initiate a decades long war in space.

The Tritan Initiative is a 3d space dog fighter game with planet based target/goals. Can you defeat the Tritan's forward base and
escape before being destroyed?

Four Different Weapon types: Auto-Laser, Ship to Ship Rockets, Planetary Nukes, and Missiles.
Almost a dozen planet based targets and five different variants of enemy craft in two category's.

Clean off the five planets of the infesting vermin and start the war!
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Title: The Tritan Initiative
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
G. Malta
Publisher:
VRS
Release Date: 24 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or more recent.

Processor: 2.4 quad core or higher.

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: 1gb Non integrated card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Run in Compatibility mode for windows 7 if issues.

English
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the tritan initiative

You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you’re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number
of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don’t waste your money. This is not a
game, it’s just a way of distributing achievements.. Would be nice if the game worked. This is the most confusing game I ever
played. This game feels so incomplete.
The control of you're ship is a real challenge.I tried it on a keyboard but is really annoying.
Shooting is like everything is like a homing missile.Just shoot and it will destroy most things.So no challenge.
If an enemy has you in his shooting range his shots will mostly hit you.Trying dodge is very irritating because of the controls.

This is a unfinished game and for 1 euro/dollar it isn't worth it even in discount.
Oh and for just playing almost an half hour i got 5000 archievements????Reallyy????
All the archievement says You have succeeded!!. Yeah in what!!

. \udb40\udc21. One of the worst games I ever played.
Achievements are not game-related, you just have to put an autoclicker on and shoot randomly in the space.
The controls are utterly crap, you can't basically even control your airship. And you are like invicible, you're in the outer space
with some asteroids for the whole game.
Menus too are confusing, you don't even know what you are supposed to do. There is no tutorial of sort, you only "know" that
WASD keys and left mouse button should do something..
Needless to say, graphics are extremely bad. Be wary to headaches, since the ship would flip and go where it wants without
doing anything.
Got this game with a 90% discount, anyways, but it's really bad.. Completed 06/11/2018.. Never gets past the loading screen..
The game needs a tutorial or a manual.
No indication of your target or enemies. I was receiving incoming fire and couldn't locate the firing ship. I flew into an asteroid
field and received an acheivement for destroying an enemy, I think.

The game is very obtuse. I only paid $0.10 for the game, but don't feal it is worth that in its current form.

I will play again in a week or so and update this review.. while i have only played the game for a third of n hour as of writting
this review i believe that this game is most likely the best £0.08 game i have ever played although i only bought it due to steam
giving me a gift card on my latest badge for this game and i wouldn't recommend buying the game otherwise as it is not worth
the £0.79 it is worth without the card.
in conclusion this game is one of my new favorites and this is a totally unironic review!
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Game sucks!
I got this game for 10 cents and I feel robbed.I didn't get my achievements and the controls are so bad that you would rather do
the RC helicopter mission in GTA Vice City than try to control the spaceship in this game.

EDIT: The achievements work now, but the game is still bad and the controls are still awful even for an achievement game.. The
game needs a tutorial or a manual.
No indication of your target or enemies. I was receiving incoming fire and couldn't locate the firing ship. I flew into an asteroid
field and received an acheivement for destroying an enemy, I think.

The game is very obtuse. I only paid $0.10 for the game, but don't feal it is worth that in its current form.

I will play again in a week or so and update this review.. Achievement Hunting - VETERAN/ DO NOT TRY THIS AT HOME
xP

What actually happened ->

Opened game.

Went to grab a cup of coffee.

Some good Spirit in my house somehow closed the game.

5000/5000 chieves was already there. 100%

I would sell my Lamborgini to get these Chieves :-*

I have also created a guide for this game on how to get 100% chieves. Whew xD. An Achievement spammer, the achievements
come pre-unlocked, you install the game, start it and whenever you close it they will all register in your account, besides for that
this is a pretty terrible game.

The controls for the game are quite bad making the gameplay itself a real downer, the attention to detail is also quite limited, at
the end of the day this is merely a empty shell that has some very basic game features to mask achievement farming, this game
is the perfect add on to +1 collectors, besides for that it has no purpose.. Obvious achievement mining in progress. This is not a
game. Sell trading cards for it or something if you really want it. Just don't spend your real money on it.. When I played the
game, I got cancer..... You may have gotten the 90% off card from crafting a badge. You know, you wanna UP your game count
for your profile, stack achievements, collect em' all, or some♥♥♥♥♥♥.. i get it. Have your goofs, and uninstall this garbage.

Playing games that look and play this outdated makes me depressed.. Completed 06\/11\/2018.
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